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Introducing the SignLink
Split Batten Range
Innovation.
Our products were developed following many years of
experience in the architectural sign industry. Through
this experience, we saw a need for a series of flexible
sign systems that could be easily changed and

LB

updated as required.
Accordingly we have developed the SignLink Split
Batten range which provides an ideal mounting
mechanism for a wide range of wall mounted items.
These include but not limited to: decorative
timber-panels, cabinets, mirrors, signage, shelving and
joinery products.

HD

A major benefit of the SignLink Split Batten system
is the advantage of being able to readily hang and
remove heavy items without causing undue wall damage.

HD-3
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Where quality speaks for itself.

Price List
Benefits.
SignLink Split Battens are all aluminium robust
extrusions, capable of supporting heavy items.
The benefits of these innovative systems are;
• Allows installation to be done with the minimal of
manpower and time;
• Minimises the mounting distance off wall;
• Shadowline reduced;
• Weather resistant characteristics of the aluminium
makes the SignLink Split Batten system suitable for
both internal and external use;
• Secure hanging systems allow items to be
removable or permanently fixed preventing theft.

Toxicological Information.
Cutting MDF requires numerous pieces of safety equipment due to possible
exposure to dangerous elements including; wood dust, formaldehyde & paraffin
wax. Such exposure is known to cause damage to skin, eyes and respiratory
system. Our aluminium system have no toxilogical effects.

Where quality speaks for itself.
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Price List
Overview.
SignLink aluminium LB Split Batten system is ideal

Split Batten
mounted to sign

when a minimal shadow line is needed.
It allows an item to be mounted 5mm from the

70mm

mounting wall.

Sign Panel

The interlocking shoulders lock the item place
securely allowing it to support heavy loads.
The LB Split Batten system can be cut to size and
only requires one man for installation.

5mm from wall

SignLink Split Batten LB
Length

Finish

1-9

10-49

50-99

100+

4800mm

Mill Finish









Lengths supplied cut to size
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600mm

Mill Finish



1200mm

Mill Finish



1600mm

Mill Finish



2400mm

Mill Finish



Where quality speaks for itself.

Price List
Overview.
SignLink Aluminium HD Split Batten is perfect
when a hanging system is required that requires
security. The HD system can allow an item to
be removable or to be permanently fixed. As all
other SignLink Split Batten systems, the HD
shoulders interlock together preventing
movement when under load.
The HD Split Batten is very robust which is ideal
for indoor or outdoor environments.

SignLink Split Batten HD
Length

Finish

1-9

10-49

50-99

100+

4800mm

Mill Finish









Lengths supplied cut to size
600mm

Mill Finish



1200mm

Mill Finish



1600mm

Mill Finish



2400mm

Mill Finish



Where quality speaks for itself.
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Price List
Overview.
Spacer Bar

The SignLink aluminium HD-3 Split Batten system is

Sign mounted to
spacer bar

designed as a 8mm shadow set spacing bar. From

82mm

its side profile, the HD-3 conceals the fixing
mechanisms, giving an architechtural finish to the
HD2 Split Batten

item being hung.
The interlocking shoulders lock the item in place
securely allowing it to support heavy loads.
The HD-3 Split Batten system can be cut to size and
8mm from wall

only requires one man for installation.

SignLink Split Batten HD-3

Length

Finish

4800mm

Satin Black
Anodised

This Batten requires a length of HD Split Batten for the wall only. The HD-3 system is best used around the
perimeter of the item, hiding any fixings on the side profile.
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Where quality speaks for itself.

Architectual Specifications

Split Batten HD Architectual Specifications
The SignLink Heavy Duty split batten is
comprised of two, self mating, interlocking,
aluminium blades. Each blade has a semi circular
channel connection which performs as a silicon
joint for permanent connection on as a screw
flute allowing the blades to lock together or
unlock as required.
Once installed the space items 8.5mm off the
background wall. The blades have a rounded bull
nose so that they lock together without slipage
once they are under load.

Split Batten LB Architectual Specifications
The SignLink Little Brother split batten is a
lightweight wall mount fixing system comprised
of two aluminium interlocking blades.
Once mounted in position they space items 5mm
off the backgorund wall.

Where quality speaks for itself.
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We also supply:

Door Plates

Braille Signs

Directories

Copyright © 2017 Sign Supply Corp (w/sale) Pty Ltd. Signlink products are protected by patents.
Proprietary products of: Sign Supply Corp. (W/Sale) Pty Ltd

For more information visit our website.
View our range of braille along with many other sign options
to suit your needs.

www.signlink.com.au
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Where quality speaks for itself.

Contact Us
U1/52 -54 Stanley St
Peakhurst, NSW, 2210
P | +61 2 9534 6340
F | +61 2 9534 6802
E | sales@signlink.com.au
W | www.signlink.com.au
Published November 2017Where quality speaks for itself.
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